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Abstract

We use previously determined direct�wave attenuation functions as well as stable� coda�

derived source excitation spectra to isolate the absolute S�wave site e�ect for the horizontal

and vertical components of weak ground motion� We used selected stations in the seismic

network of the eastern Alps� and �nd the following� ��� all 	hard rock	sites exhibited de�

ampli�cation phenomena due to absorption at frequencies ranging between 
�� and �� Hz

�the available bandwidth�� on both the horizontal and vertical components ��� 	hard rock	

site transfer functions showed large variability at high�frequency ��� vertical�motion site

transfer functions show strong frequency�dependence� and ��� H�V spectral ratios do not

reproduce the charactersitics of the true horizontal site transfer functions ��� traditional�

relative site terms obtained by using reference 	rock sites	 can be misleading in inferring the

behaviors of true site transfer functions� since most rock sites have non��at responses due to

shallow heterogeneities resulting from varying degrees of weathering�

We also use our stable source spectra to estimate total radiated seismic energy and

compare against previous results� We �nd that the earthquakes in this region exhibit non�

constant dynamic stress drop scaling which gives further support for a fundamental di�erence

in rupture dynamics between small and large earthquakes�

To correct the vertical and horizontal S�wave spectra for attenuation� we used detailed

regional attenuation functions derived by Malagnini et al� ��

�� who determined frequency�

dependent geometrical spreading and Q for the region� These corrections account for the

gross path e�ects �i�e�� all distance�dependent e�ects�� although the source and site e�ects are

still present in the distance�corrected spectra� The main goal of this study is to isolate the

absolute site e�ect �as a function of frequency� by removing the source spectrum �moment�

rate spectrum� from the distance�corrected S�wave spectra� Typically� removing the S�wave

source spectrum is di�cult because of inadequate corrections for the source radiation pattern�

directivity and random interference� In addition to complexities near the source� ��D and ��D

structure beneath the recording site will result in an azimuth�dependent site e�ect� Since the

direct wave only samples a narrow range in take�o� and back�azimuth angles� multi�station
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averaging is needed to minimize the inherent scatter�

To minimize these complicating e�ects� we apply the coda methodology outlined by

Mayeda et al�� ��

�� to obtain stable moment�rate spectra� This methodology provides

source amplitude and derived source spectra that are a factor of ��to�� times more stable

than those derived from direct waves� Since the coda is commonly thought of as scattered

energy that samples all ray parameters and back�azimuths� it is not very sensitive to the

source radiation pattern and ��D structure� This property makes it an excellent choice for

use in obtaining average properties of the source� site and path e�ects in a region� Due

to the characteristics of the techniques used in this study� all the inverted quantities are

azimuthally averaged� since the azimuthal information is lost in the processing�

Introduction

With the advent of modern instruments� accurate estimates of radiated energy from

seismic sources are now possible �Mayeda and Walter� ����� Mayeda et al�� �

��� These

and related measurements of scalar moment are very important in seismology� since their

analysis can shed light over some basic properties of the static and dynamic behaviors of

rupturing faults� These quantities represent the mere dimensions of the fault times the fault

displacement �the seismic moment�� and the amount of stress dynamically released while

rupturing �the radiated energy��

On the one hand� a number of authors believe that larger earthquakes are characterized

by an increased percentage of their total energy available for radiation with respect to smaller

events� a phenomenon due to various possible physical mechanisms such as elastodynamic

lubrication� pressurization of �uids� melt� etc� �see for example Kanamori and Heaton� �




Brodsky and Kanamori� �

��� On the other hand� other authors �e�g�� Ide and Beroza�

�

�� believe that the percentage of energy available for radiation is �xed and does not vary

signi�cantly with magnitude� Underlying this academic battle� fought over measurements

taken even over the same data sets� are di�culties in measuring the total radiated energy

from spatially sparse observations that may be strongly contaminated by the �ltering actions

of the various portions of the Earth through which the seismic waves travel� Moreover�
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the strongest e�ects are those induced by the shallow geology� Thus� whenever recordings

of ground motions are analyzed at high�frequency �i�e�� f � 
�� Hz�� results are strongly

biased by site conditions� Unfortunately� since the shallow geology is in general extremely

heterogeneous in three dimensions� all attempts to completely deconvolve the site from the

seismograms are likely to be grossly oversimpli�ed�

An interesting debate exists on quantifying the typical depth controlling the seismic

behaviors of sites� Usually� in engineering site investigations� �
 m is considered to be a

good measure of this characteristic quantity� For example� Boore et al� ������ ����� based

their regressions for ground motion on the average shear�wave velocity in the �rst �
 m from

the free surface� and there are studies �see� for example� Borcherdt� ����� ����� or Martin

and Dobry� ����� that indicate the need that design of structures be based on properties

of geology in the �rst �
 m� A similar perspective is that by Anderson et al� ������� after

analyzing results of theoretical modeling of wave propagation in layered media� they stated

the importance of resonances in shallow geologic formations� but concluded that the in�uence

of the attenuation of the surface layer ��
 m�thick� on ground motions is on the same order

as that of the attenuation in the underlying layers� down to the ��km�deep halfspace� Thus

site response may be a�ected by a signi�cant portion of the crust near the site�

Perfect reference sites �locations characterized by unit responses� �at throughout the

entire frequency band of interest� would require uniform� perfectly elastic halfspaces� Con�

versely� if we had estimates of absolute site terms� we might be able to roughly quantify the

depths of interest a�ecting a range of frequencies�

The availability of absolute source spectra and of carefully calibrated crustal propagation

functions allows a new approach to the problem of estimating 	absolute	 site e�ects� By

	absolute	� we mean the response of the shallow geology beneath the recording sites� averaged

over the suite of available azimuths and incidence angles� in terms of two competing e�ects�

the amplifying action induced by impedance reductions at shallow depths and the severe

anelastic damping occurring right below the free surface� The latter e�ect was characterized

by Anderson and Hough ������ with the parameter ��
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Crustal functional forms closely describing the average attenuation of seismic waves as a

function of frequency and hypocentral distance have been empirically obtained in di�erent

regions of the world �e�g�� Malagnini et al�� �


� �

�� Akinci et al�� �

�� Raoof et al��

������ By means of a technique similar to that described by Malagnini et al� ��


� �

���

absolute source spectra and crustal propagation functions can be used to produce 	absolute	

site terms� Although the importance of the azimuthal variability of site responses has been

recognized in the literature �e�g�� Papageorgiou and Aki� ������ the technique described in

this study is able to quantify only the average behavior� over all the available angles of

incidence and azimuths� Systematic variability of site response over azimuths and incidence

angles must be investigated in detail with dedicated studies using di�erent techniques�

In this study we address a number of open questions about absolute site terms�

� i� do 	ideal	 reference sites actually exist�

� ii� can we easily estimate site transfer functions by merely computing spectral ratios

with respect to a reference site�

� iii� do horizontal�to�vertical ratios actually tell us anything about absolute site behav�

ior�

Starting with the pioneering works by King and Tucker ������ and Tucker and King �������

many studies addressed the issues listed above� starting from the assumption that rock

outcrops would be una�ected by 	strange	 behavior� their response being �at and of unit

amplitude� although other authors �e�g�� Steidl et al�� ����� already pointed out that rock

sites may seriously distort the spectra of incoming seismic waves� resulting in biased estimates

of site e�ects�

The proposition� 	A rock site equals a good reference site	 is certainly true at very low

frequency �i�e�� at periods of tens of seconds� where wavelengths are extremely long� and

thus are una�ected by the shallow heterogeneities� More precisely� any site is a good ref�

erence at low enough frequencies� but for rock sites the 	low frequency	 cut�o� is higher
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than the corresponding limit for soil sites� At intermediate and high frequencies �f � ��


Hz� the e�ects of three�dimensional heterogeneities may become important even at rock

sites� with the competition between higher absorption �attenuation� deampli�cation� and

impedance contrasts�gradients �reverberations� ampli�cations� due to weathering� possibly

creating complex behaviors� basically unpredictable� whose interpretation can be achieved

only after gathering detailed information about the ��D velocity�attenuation structure be�

neath each site�

Data

We used �
� events recorded by the Friuli�Venezia Giulia Seismic Network �FVGSN� �a

regional network run by the Centro di Ricerche Sismologiche� CRS� of the Istituto Nazionale

di Oceanogra�a e di Geo�sica Sperimentale� selected from the larger set of about ��

 events

used by Malagnini et al� ��

��� All sites shown in this study� except for UDI� share the

same setup� a hole is dug into the ground to reach the underlying rock formation �max ���

m deep at DRE�� a concrete platform is built at the bottom of the hole� and concrete walls

are used to �nish it �steel housing is used at ZOU��

UDI is in a � m�deep hole in the backyard of CRS in Udine� which does not reach the

underlying �ysch rocks� that are well below �

 m in depth� although there is no geotechnical

information at the instrumented site� a borehole on a similar site was drilled about � km

away� where coarse gravels about �� m thick overlay �
 m of gravel conglomerate which� in

turn� is above clays� This ��� m�deep borehole did not reach the �ysch bedrock�

ZOU �Zoufplan� is on a �at and very rigid rock outcrop �dolomite�� Conditions at stations

DRE �marly sandstone outcrop�� CAE and BAD �limestone outcrops� do not need further

speci�c descriptions� For details of the original data set we refer the reader to Malagnini

et al� ��

��� Figure � shows the region covered by the FVGSN� with the stations and the

earthquakes used for this study� Stations CAE� ZOU� BAD and DRE are equipped with

three�component seismometers� Recordings from the other stations are only from vertical�

component instruments� A gross description of the geology of sites and of the seismic stations

is also given in Table � of Malagnini et al� ��

���
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For each of the �
� events shown in the map� we obtained an unbiased moment�rate

spectrum� as described in the following paragraphs� Earthquakes were chosen based on their

signal�to�noise ratios� although some small events were also included to be used as empirical

Green�s functions for the coda calibration�

Moment�Rate Spectra � Radiated Energies � Dynamic Stress Drops

Mayeda and Walter ������ used the well�established insensitivity of seismic coda to source

radiation pattern and to heterogeneous path e�ects� and produced stable moment�rate spec�

tra for regional earthquakes� even from single�station observations� The technique was based

upon a ��D multiple�scattering model �Shang and Gao� ����� but� due to its simplicity� ad�

ditional ad�hoc path corrections were added� More recently� Mayeda et al� ��

�� modi�ed

their approach to make it completely empirical� independent of any scattering model�

A comparison between direct�wave and coda�wave interstation amplitudes� is shown in

Figure � ���
���
 Hz and ��
��
�
 ranges�� Distance corrections for direct waves are obtained

by using the attenuation model proposed by Malagnini et al� ��

��� Interstation standard

deviations for coda amplitudes are a factor of three smaller than those computed on direct�

waves� Plots of coda�derived amplitudes in Figure � clearly show the relative site term

between station ZOU and station DRE at the two central frequencies�

Figure � shows examples of dimensionless spectra� made of distance�corrected coda ampli�

tude measurements� Dimensionless spectra are station�dependent� �Figure � refers to station

BAD�� since they are contaminated by the station�speci�c site e�ect and by the S�to�coda

transfer function� Independent estimates of spectral amplitudes of a number of events are

essential for determining the combined e�ect of site response and S�to�coda transfer function

at each station �to be applied to each distance�corrected measurement�� In order to do so�

we were able to �nd three events� recorded also at the very broadband station TRI �Trieste�

part of the MedNet network� see Figure �� which we could waveform�model� In order to

do so� we used the code wvfmtd�� �Randall et al�� ����� which is now included in the last

version of the package 	Computer Programs for Seismology	 �Herrmann� �

��� The events

�listed in order of decreasing size� occurred on April ��� ����� May �� ����� and May ���
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����� Figure � shows the waveform �ts for the three events�

After determining the station corrections to the coda amplitude measurements due to

site e�ects� as well as those related to S�to�coda transfer functions� the small events shown in

Figure � were used as empirical Green�s functions �EGF� in order to obtain high�frequency

�f � ��
 Hz� spectral corrections� After all corrections are applied� we obtained 	absolute	

moment�rate spectra for the �
� events�

Using the Malagnini et al� ��

�� crustal attenuation for Northeastern Italy� we wrote

an automatic procedure to estimate moment magnitudes for the earthquakes recorded by

the FVGSN� Such an automatic tool is based on the ability of deconvolving the regional

average of the geometric and anelastic attenuation from the spectra of S�wave horizontal

ground displacement�

Since the coda Mw�s are tied to independent estimates of seismic moment� they repre�

sent a reference� In Figure � we compare the direct�wave estimates of moment magnitude

against them� Although Figure � shows a satisfactory agreement between the coda and the

direct�wave moment magnitudes� there is a small systematic dc�shift for magnitudes smaller

than Mw � ��� �direct�wave estimates are larger than coda�related ones�� One possible ex�

planation is that the direct�wave approach is a�ected by a subjective choice of the �lters for

the removal of microseisms from the recordings of the small earthquakes�

For a number of events� the corner frequency is clearly recognizable� and the estimate of

radiated energy for such earthquakes can be obtained after extrapolating the corresponding

coda�based spectra to DC and to in�nite frequencies using an �� spectral model� When a

spectrum of this data set comprises at least �
� of the total radiated energy� this quantity is

plotted in deep blue in Figure �� vs� the corresponding seismic moment� Light blue symbols

indicate estimates of energy between �
� and �
� of the total� for events of this data set�

Red symbols are from Mayeda and Walter ������� and indicate events from the Western US

for which the coda�based spectra contained at least the �
� of the total energy� extrapolated

to DC and to in�nity� Light green symbols refer to estimates of energy given by Abercrombie

������ for small earthquakes recorded in a deep borehole at Cajon Pass�
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The Orowan stress drop is a measure of the dynamic stress drop acting on the fault

plane during rupture ���d �
��ES
M�

�� In Figure � we see a clear increase of this parameter

as the moment increases� It was interesting to note that the radiated energies obtained

from earthquakes recorded in di�erent parts of the world follow a similar trend� indicating

a fundamental feature of rupture mechanics that can be explained by a number of processes

�e�g� elastodynamic lubrication� Brodsky and Kanamori� �

� �uid pressurization� Mase

and Smith� ����� ���� melt on the fault plane� Kanamori and Heaton� �


� etc���

Site Responses and Spectral Ratios

Given the attenuation function provided by Malagnini et al� ��

�� for this region� and

the absolute moment�rate spectra derived in this study� we can estimate the 	absolute	 site

terms for all the FVGSN stations �a site term for each component of the ground motions��

In order to do so� we transformed the �
� absolute moment�rate spectra to ground velocity

Fourier spectra� and we 	propagated	 them �
 km away from the hypocenters through

equations ���� ���� and ��a�b� by Malagnini et al� ��

��� Spectra were also resampled at

their set of central frequencies� The arbitrary propagation of the moment�rate spectra to the

reference hypocentral distance of �
 km has no e�ect on the results discussed in this paper�

As explained in the study by Malagnini et al� ��

��� the constraint of null attenuation

term at an arbitrary reference distance �D�r � rref � f� � 
� was introduced in order to make

their system of linear equations nonsingular� Since we use their attenuation function and the

same matrix inversion scheme� the 	propagation	 of our spectra to the mentioned reference

distance is needed�

By using the formula�

AMPk�f� rij� � SOURCEj�f� r � rref� � SITEi�f� �D�rij� rref � f�

the logarithm of the observed Fourier amplitude� AMPk�f� rij�� is written as the sum of the

contributions of three quantities� i� the absolute source spectrum� ii� the regional attenua�

tion� D�rij� rref � f�� and iii� the absolute site term� SITEi�f�� The latter represent the only

unknowns of the problem� As already done in previous works �e�g�� Malagnini et al� �
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�

��� a hybrid approach is chosen� while robust estimates of the parameters are obtained at

each frequency by performing an L��norm regression� the related uncertainties are computed

by inverting the problem in the least squares sense�

Our de�nition of the expression 	absolute site term	� which we are using throughout this

section� relies on our ability to waveform model a few 	good	 earthquakes in the data set�

Waveform modeling allows us to obtain a set of frequency�dependent corrections to our non�

dimensional 	coda	 spectra� Corrections would be with respect to site conditions and to S�

to�coda transfer functions� large earthquakes provide low�frequency corrections� below their

corner frequencies� whereas smaller events are responsible for the intermediate�frequency

ones� still below their corners� Finally� empirical Green�s functions link intermediate� and

high�frequencies� provided that the EGF�s are truly characterized by �at spectra up to

frequencies outside the available band� Since corrections are tied to one another� from low�

to high�frequency� uncertainties in the low�frequency amplitudes� relative to the waveform

modeling� 	propagate	 through the entire bandwidth in form of an �unknown� dc�shift of the

	absolute	 site response at all frequencies� This unknown term is related to the uncertainties

associated to the moments of the 	reference	 earthquakes� In terms of moment magnitudes�

such uncertainty is typically about �
�� � 
��� in actual amplitudes of the ground motion� a

factor of two is likely to represent a good guess�

Figure � shows the horizontal site terms �vector sum of radial and transverse terms� for

the four stations with three�component sensors �BAD� CAE� DRE� and ZOU� the vertical

terms� the horizontal�to�vertical ratios �four frames in the middle�� and the classic spec�

tral ratios between the vector sum of the horizontal site terms� with respect to BAD� The

horizontal�to�vertical ratios for station ZOU is almost perfectly �at �Figure � and also Figure

�
 by Malagnini et al�� �

��� Based on this observation� most seismologists would have con�

sidered ZOU as a good reference location� under the hypothesis that a �at H�V ratio clearly

means 	no site e�ect	� On the contrary� Figure � indicates that ZOU is strongly a�ected by

a deampli�cation at high frequency� and that this phenomenon a�ects the vertical and the

horizontal motion in the same way� The H�V ratios computed for the other stations suggest

�




absolute behaviors very di�erent from those shown in Figure ��

For each station� the H�V ratio shown in Figure � was computed on the �
� events only�

whereas the corresponding two �one for each horizontal component� shown in Figure �
 of

Malagnini et al ��

�� refers to the results obtained over the entire data set of over ��



events� Although� for a given station� the details of the single H�V ratio obtained in this

paper may be a little di�erent from the two estimates computed by Malagnini et al� ��

��

�one for each horizontal component of the ground motion�� our results� in terms of amplitudes

and shapes of the functional forms at all frequencies� are absolutely equivalent to theirs� The

factor of �
p
� between our single estimates and each of the two ratios per station shown in

Figure �
 of Malagnini et al� ��

�� is due to the fact that our H�V spectral ratio is taken

between the vector sum of the two horizontal components� and the corresponding vertical

component� of the absolute site terms� Malagnini et al� ��

��� on the contrary� showed the

single�component H�V ratios �radial�vertical and transverse�vertical� of the inverted site

terms for each station�

The parameter �� � 
�
�� sec found by Malagnini et al� ��

�� controls the the high�

frequency decay of the average vertical site e�ect of Figure �� This value is relatively large�

since it is de�ned to �well�behaved� rock sites �Malagnini et al�� �

��� We expect this

characteristics to be responsible for the high�frequency deampli�cation that is observed at

rock sites �Figure ���

Spectral ratios between di�erent site responses are easier to understand than absolute

site e�ects� From the visual inspection of the absolute site terms of Figure � we chose the

station BAD as our reference� We took the ratios between the vector sum of the horizontal�

component terms of each station and the analogous vector sum computed at BAD� On

average� all ratios are well�behaved between 
�� Hz and ��� Hz �Figure ��� since they all

tend to a unit value at the lowest frequency available� The steep rise at high�frequency for

the ratio DRE�BAD is due to the anomalous behavior of BAD� at frequencies higher than

��
 Hz� A similar phenomenon �of slightly higher intensity� was observed when we tried the

other limestone site CAE as the reference station� We conclude that spectral ratios using

��



	hard rock sites	 only indicate relative site e�ects� and do not necessarily provide estimates

of absolute site behaviors�

The absolute vertical site term for a station located on gravels �UDI� is very interesting

�Figure ��� with a light ampli�cation level at low frequencies �f � ��
 Hz� due to the

combination of the impedance gradients�contrasts that may exist at the site� and of the

strong high�frequency attenuation �high �� that takes place where the seismic velocities are

lowest� Unfortunately� there is no direct geotechnical information for the stations used in

this paper� Note that all site terms are a�ected by relatively large uncertainties at the

sampling frequency of 
�� Hz �Figures � and ��� a direct consequence of the characteristics

of the sensors used and the low signal�to�noise ratio at this frequency for small earthquakes�

Conclusions

The present study complements the one by Malagnini et al� ��

�� on the characteristics

of the ground motions in the eastern Alps� whereas that work proposed a functional form

describing the high�frequency crustal propagation �f � ��
 Hz� as a function of frequency

and hypocentral distance� this paper focuses on source radiation and uses the information

on excitation and propagation of seismic waves to quantify absolute site e�ects�

Unbiased moment�rate spectra for �
� events recorded by the FVGSN were obtained by

using a technique developed by Mayeda and Walter ������� and subsequently modi�ed by

Mayeda et al� ��

��� Spectra were then transformed into ground velocity and 	propagated	

to the arbitrary reference distance of �
 km through the application of the functional form

developed for the same region by Malagnini et al� ��

��� The resulting 	excitation terms	

were cast into a matrix form with the observed Fourier amplitudes recorded at the corre�

sponding hypocentral distances� the empirical regional propagation terms� and the unknown

site responses� The martix was inverted for all the unknown site terms� which represent the

	absolute	 responses for the FVGSN stations�

Here are our conclusions�

� i� apparently good rock sites may substantially distort the recorded seismic spectra

��



� ii� �at H�V ratios do not mean that the corresponding locations are free from distor�

tions induced by the shallow geology� H�V spectral ratios do not necessarily quan�

tify�describe 	absolute	 site behavior

� iii� classic spectral ratios to a reference rock site cannot be interpreted in terms of

absolute site e�ects� high�frequency ampli�cations indicated by traditional spectral

ratios may be biased by rock�site deampli�cations

In this study we obtained very accurate moment�rate spectra� which were used for the

computation of radiated energies� When normalized to seismic moment� radiated energy is

proportional to dynamic stress�drop� ��d� In the eastern Alps� as moment magnitude in�

creases� ��d follows the same increasing trend indicated by results obtained by Abercrombie

������ on small earthquakes recorded in a deep borehole at Cajon Pass� and by Mayeda and

Walter ������ on events of the Western US�
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Figure �� The map shows the stations and the ��� events used in this study� Three�component

stations are indicated by reversed triangles� whereas black triangles are used for single�component

�vertical� seismometers� The diamond locates the MedNet station TRI� Open circles show the

epicenters of the seismic events� Names of stations are indicated only for the three�component

ones� After 	

�� the con�guration of the FVGSN has changed� with a number of single�component

instruments upgraded to three�component� and a few new sites�
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Figure �� Interstation plots �station pair ZOU�DRE� for coda�derived amplitudes ��rst column�

and for direct�wave amplitudes �second column�� corrected for hypocentral distance and anelastic

attenuation� The upper two frames refer to the ������ Hz sampling frequency band� whereas

the lower two frames refer to the ����	��� Hz one� Indicated in each frame are the number of

data points and the standard deviation with respect to the average interstation distance from the

best line parallel to y�x� Note the substantial decrease of the interstation standard deviations

when coda amplitude measurements are used� For each comparison between direct�wave and coda

interstation plots� the set of data points is the same�
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Figure �� Upper left frame� dimensionless spectra at station BAD for three events of the data

set for which broadband recordings from the MedNet station TRI were available �see Figure 	��

�a� April 	� �	��� 	

� 	����	�� Mw ���
 Depth���� Km� Strike��	�� Dip���� Rake��	���

Fmin����	� and Hz Fmax���	 Hz� �b� May � �	��� 	

� ����
��	� Mw ��
� Depth���� Km�

Strike���� Dip���� Rake���� Fmin����� Hz� and Fmax���	 Hz� �c� May �� �	�� 	

� �
�������

Mw ��� Depth�
�� Km� Strike��� Dip��	 Rake��� Fmin����	 Hz� and Fmax���	 Hz� Upper

right frame� waveform modeling of the events� Lower frame� moment�rate spectra of the three

events�
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Figure �� a� Automatic moment magnitudes �y�axis� computed for all the ��� events in the data

set by using the crustal attenuation computed by Malagnini et al� ������ for Northeastern Italy�

vs� the corresponding coda�based moment magnitudes �x�axis�� b� radiated seismic energy ES is

plotted vs� seismic moment� Energies recovered over the ��� of their total values for the eastern

Alps are plotted in deep blue� Light blue data points correspond to earthquakes for which moment�

rate spectra did show a corner frequency �recovered radiated energies between ��� and ��� of the

total�� Other data points were computed by Mayeda and Walter �	

�� �red� and by Abercrombie

�	

�� �green�� Lines of constant dynamic stress drop ����� �� �� MPa� are also shown� Data from

the eastern Alps seem to follow the same trend indicated by their combined results obtained for

the western US �red� and Cajon Pass �green��
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Figure �� Up� absolute horizontal site terms for stations DRE �marly sandstone� etc��� CAE

�limestone�� BAD �limestone�� and ZOU �dolomite�� middle� absolute vertical site terms for DRE�

CAE� BAD� ZOU� bottom� horizontal spectral ratios to reference site BAD �ratios between the

quantities shown in the uppermost frame��
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Figure �� Horizontal�to�vertical ratios at stations BAD� CAE� DRE� ZOU� computed directly from

the recorded waveforms of the ��� events of this data set� and from the quantities shown in the

left set of frames of this �gure� Fourier spectra were computed using 	 sec�long windows� starting

� sec before the S�wave picks� and the vector sum of the horizontal components was computed�

Before taking the ratios� horizontal and vertical spectra were log�smoothed� Average spectral ratios

plus and minus one standard deviation are plotted with solid lines� Error bars on spectral ratios

are obtained from those computed during the regressions�
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